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Motivating question
Are mandatory forecasts of earnings announcement (EA) dates
informative to investors and do they provide more or less information to
investors than voluntary EA date forecasts?

Research questions
1. Are mandatory forecasts of EA dates informative to investors about
yet-to-be-announced firm performance?
2. What are the informational tradeoffs when such forecasts are
mandatory versus voluntary?
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Putting our paper in context
A large literature in accounting, finance, and economics studies
a) Content/quality of various types of forecasts
b) Motivations of forecasters in generating such forecasts
In most cases, these forecasts are voluntary with respect to
a) Act of forecasting
b) Timing of the forecast
Theory suggests content, act, and timing of voluntary forecasts all could
convey information, but little empirical evidence of each component of
voluntary forecasts, or on the information in mandatory forecasts
To provide evidence on mandatory EA date forecasts, we exploit a
requirement in China that all firms simultaneously to make public—at
the end of the quarter—a forecast of their upcoming EA date
We benchmark findings regarding information conveyed by these
mandatory forecasts against information conveyed by voluntary EA
date forecasts by US firms
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What is the information in EA date forecasts?

China‐based studies

US‐based studies

Quarter end,
e.g., Mar 31

F = Forecast of
announcement
date

X = Earnings
End of
announcement reporting
window

?

Later dates =>
worse
performance

?
If mandatory EA date forecasts are not informative, then there is
nothing to be gained by mandating them
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Would mandatory forecasts convey information?
Why wouldn’t they?
1. Inability to develop informative forecasts by the mandated forecasting
date
2. Forecast an arbitrary or strategically selected date, such as the last day
of the reporting window. No regulatory penalty for revising later
Why would they?
1. Managers’ career concerns, such as cultivating a reputation for
timeliness and accuracy
Why can’t we just infer this from evidence on voluntary forecasts?
Voluntary forecasts result from self-selection in response to a variety of
incentives => findings don’t necessarily apply to mandatory forecasts
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Institutional Background
In China, as in US, firms report quarterly earnings within a specified
reporting window
In China, unlike in US, firms must schedule with the stock exchange their
upcoming EA date. Since 2002 this date forecast is public
China firms can update the forecast, but are not permitted to announce
earnings without advance notice of at least one day
In the US, firms voluntarily forecast EA dates; the timing of the forecast
also is voluntary
51% of US firms do not issue forecasts during our sample period
29% issue forecasts in some, but not all quarters
20% issue forecasts every quarter

US firms that issue forecasts do so on average one-third into the
reporting window, whereas China firms do so at the beginning of the
reporting window
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Timeline

China firms
US firms

Quarter end,
e.g., Mar 31
F = Forecast issued
by all China firms
simultaneously

X = Earnings
End of
announcement reporting
window
Revision = Forecast revised
at various times by some
China firms if needed
F = Forecast issued by some
US firms at various times

30, 60, 30, 120 days

45, 45, 45, 90 days

Scale X, F, and Revision by
window length
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Sample and Data
China firms trading A-shares on the Shenzhen and Shanghai stock
exchanges
Actual and forecast EA dates from 2004Q2 to 2013Q3; forecast revisions
from 2010Q4
For China firms, hand collect forecasts daily from Shenzhen and
Shanghai stock exchange website
For US firms, obtain EA date forecasts from Capital IQ
Other variables from PACAP (China), CSMAR (China), and CRSPCompustat (US)
Sample:
44,489 (max) firm-quarters from 2,464 China firms
76,863 (max) firm-quarters from 3,605 forecasting US firms
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Preview of results
1. Are mandatory forecasts of EA dates informative to investors about yetto-be-announced firm performance?
a. Mandatory forecasts are predictive of actual EA dates
b. Forecasts of later, and later than expected, EA dates predict
lower yet-to-be-announced firm performance
c. Market reacts negatively to forecasts of EA dates later than
expected

YES

It’s more
nuanced

2. What are tradeoffs for mandatory vs voluntary forecasts?
a. Mandatory and voluntary forecasts both convey
about 8% of the quarter’s earnings news
b. Mandatory forecasts by firms less likely to forecast
voluntarily are informative
c. Voluntary forecasts content, act, and timing each
reflects incremental performance information, but only
content reflects incremental earnings news
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

F forecasted announcement date; X actual announcement date
fitted value from firm-level estimation of
fitted value from firm-level estimation of
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Table 2: Information in Mandatory EA Date Forecasts

All regressions include size and MTB deciles as controls, firm and quarter
fixed effects, and double cluster standard errors by firm and quarter
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Table 3: Informativeness of Mandatory EA Date Forecasts
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Table 5: Earnings News in EA Date Forecasts
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Table 6: Forecasting Characteristics and US Forecast Probability
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Table 7: Low and High Forecast Probability China Firms
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Table 7: Low and High EA Date Forecast Probability China Firms
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Table 8: Voluntary US Forecasts: Act, Content, and Timing
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Table 8: Voluntary US Forecasts: Act, Content, and Timing
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In Conclusion
We find
Similar percentages of the quarter’s earnings news is conveyed by
mandatory China and voluntary US EA date forecasts
Mandatory China EA date forecasts provide information about yet-to-beannounced firm performance and convey earnings news, despite making the
forecasts at the beginning of the reporting window, even for firms less likely
to forecast if forecasting were voluntary and
Market reacts to information in initial and revised mandatory forecasts
Voluntary US EA date forecasts provide information primarily through the
forecasted announcement date
Act of forecasting and forecast timing provide some information, but not
significant incremental earnings news
However, 51% of US firms do not issue EA date forecasts

=> Mandatory EA date forecasts for all firms, in aggregate,
provide more and earlier information to investors
the China sample, we obtain similar results within China.
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Thank you!
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